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Abstract
Moore’s “law” was the observation that the number of transistors in an integrated circuit doubled approximately every two
years. This trend has distinctly failed to hold in recent years. The death of Moore’s law has left researchers and practition-
ers in the computational sciences searching for technologies to provide the speedups formerly supported by Moore’s law.
Previously overlooked chip architectures and other computing technologies are now receiving more development resources.
Critically, these technologies are gaining more mature software support, opening their adoption by researchers in algorithms
and applications. In this article, we review some of these computing technologies, their relationship with various algorithms
and applications, and their potential benefits (or pitfalls). We close with recommendations for future work by the process
systems engineering community specifically.
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1 Introduction

A key tenet of the field of Process Systems Engineering
(PSE) is the formal mathematical description of a problem
to enable efficient numerical solution with the aid of a com-
puter. With this, the limits of what is possible in PSE are,
of course, linked to what is possible in the area of comput-
ing. Work in PSE has included developing and improving
numerical algorithms (largely serial). Steady hardware per-
formance improvements coupled with these algorithm devel-
opments have led to repeated successes in solving previously
intractable problems in the area of PSE. However, as single
core performance improvements slowed, computing hard-
ware breakthroughs now focus on emerging technologies
with new capabilities, limitations, and computing paradigms.
To see continued performance improvement and innovation,
scientific computing research is focused on developing new
understanding, implementations, and algorithms that can ef-
fectively exploit these emerging computational architectures.

Computational complexity theory captures the ability of
an algorithm to scale with problem size and limits the num-
ber of steps an algorithm must take to solve a given prob-
lem. However, there is still a lot of flexibility in implement-

ing those algorithms. While emerging architectures have the
potential for transformative computational performance, they
also bring implementation constraints; different architectures
have different strengths and weaknesses concerning execu-
tion time and power requirements. Using the proper com-
puting hardware for the right job provides opportunities to
achieve practical time or energy savings; these savings could
make the difference between a problem being “tractable”
or not at application scale. Furthermore, there is signifi-
cant scope for designing and implementing new algorithms
that can take advantage of emerging computational architec-
tures and, in some cases, even co-design the algorithm and
hardware simultaneously to improve computational perfor-
mance [22] significantly.

In this article, we provide an overview of some emerging
computational architectures, discuss their capabilities and the
maturity of software tools, and provide context for these ar-
chitectures with respect to different algorithms and applica-
tions within PSE. We close with some discussion of the ma-
turity of and applicability of these architectures with recom-
mendations for future work by the PSE community specifi-
cally.
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2 Emerging Technologies and Their Applications

2.1 Multi-core, Distributed, and Hybrid Parallel Architec-
tures

The early to mid-2000s saw a stagnation in the year-over-
year increase in CPU clock speeds, and chip manufactur-
ers focused instead on hyperthreading and the development
of multicore architectures to drive performance improve-
ments [55]. Similarly, we also saw a significant rise in the
availability of distributed computing clusters for both aca-
demic and industrial users that promised scalable parallel
computing resources. These changes had a major impact on
the landscape for scientific computing today, where parallel
computation is now mainstream.

Almost every standard desktop or laptop sold today con-
tains multiple computing cores. Typical multicore systems
are affordable, and there is a range of mature, standardized
tools for implementing parallel scientific computing codes.
While communication between threads can be very fast on
these shared-memory architectures, they still typically con-
tain a relatively low number of cores, and for large-scale ap-
plications, key bottlenecks include the available bandwidth
for “off-chip” memory [21]. Distributed computing clusters,
on the other hand, bring a large number of cores by connect-
ing many computational nodes with standard or specialized
networking technology. While these architectures can over-
come memory bottlenecks by distributing the workload over
multiple nodes, communication across the network must be
carefully managed for scalable performance.

Graphics processing units (GPUs) can hardly be con-
sidered “emerging” hardware anymore, but their impact on
various scientific computing problems cannot be overstated.
Originally driven by computer graphics requirements, GPUs
have become a highly parallel computing architecture that
can cost-effectively deliver many operations per second for
suitably parallelizable applications, such as sparse linear al-
gebra as commonly found in neural networks (NN) training.
While they promise massive parallelism at a relatively low
cost, these “streaming” architectures come with significant
implementation constraints over general CPU-based archi-
tectures, and applications must be selected carefully.

Modern distributed computing clusters are hybrid archi-
tectures that combine many multicore computing nodes and
often include specialized accelerators. Effective use of these
hybrid architectures is a major theme of the DOE Exascale
Computing Project [5, 23]. The tools for building paral-
lel applications with these architectures (e.g., MPI [27]) are
very mature with well-established standards and implemen-
tations [26]. Even high-level languages like Python and Julia
have mature libraries and interfaces for implementing par-
allel codes on both shared- and distributed-memory archi-
tectures [16, 17, 12]. Extensions built on these packages
have enabled scalable parallel optimization implementations
for specific applications like large-scale nonlinear program-
ming [44, 32, 60, 50]. Maturing APIs and software support
for GPUs (e.g., [34]) has enabled the use of GPUs for a num-
ber of scientific computing applications [39], mostly focused
on training deep NNs [35] but also including nonlinear opti-

mization [13]. Numerous examples within PSE demonstrate
solutions to previously intractable problems through effec-
tively utilizing these architectures.

2.2 Application Specific Integrated Circuits, Tensor Process-
ing Units and Field Programmable Gate Arrays

The categorization of a device as an application-specific in-
tegrated circuit (ASIC) can vary. For this discussion, we
consider an ASIC to be a device where a significant portion
of the algorithm that runs on it is programmed directly into
the chip’s architecture and thus is fixed at the time of man-
ufacture. D.E. Shaw Research’s development of Anton, the
supercomputer for performing molecular dynamics simula-
tions, provides a good example of the types of considera-
tions that go into the development of ASICs for a scientific
problem [47]. By definition, an ASIC is almost inextricably
linked with a particular algorithm or family of computational
kernels. This means that there must be mature algorithms
for solving the target problem that are unlikely to change
over the intended lifespan of the chip. Further, chip design
takes time (and money!), and the Anton development team
had to consider whether more conventional hardware would
advance to the required level of performance in the time it
would take them to develop and manufacture the chip. Even
with the death of Moore’s Law, the rapid progress of GPUs,
driven by applications in machine learning, might provide a
more cost-effective solution.

However, the performance improvements from an ASIC
can be huge; the second generation of Anton was over
two orders of magnitude faster than conventional HPC and
GPUs [48]. Anton may be used for non-commercial research
through the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center.

Another case study is that of the Tensor Processing Unit
(TPU). It is tempting to view GPUs as the perfect hardware fit
for NN inference (executing an already-trained NN). While
this may increasingly be the case, Google saw enough room
for improvement to develop their custom chip, the TPU [31].
Once again, a careful analysis of alternative technologies and
the total costs of ownership was necessary. The main take-
away from these case studies is that while a custom chip is
almost certainly faster or more power efficient, the overall
economics of the hardware development, purchase, and op-
eration must be considered.

On the other hand, field programmable gate arrays (FP-
GAs) provide a more flexible alternative to ASICs. Roughly,
an FPGA is an integrated circuit with reconfigurable inter-
connections between the elements. FPGAs are often used
for prototyping and testing ASIC design. Functionally, FP-
GAs fill a role and have development challenges somewhere
between those of GPUs and ASICs. While the software is
improving, programming an FPGA is generally not as sim-
ple as a GPU. This barrier to effective programming hinders
performance; even with a few optimizations, solving a partial
differential equation on an FPGA was still not as fast as on a
GPU [59].



2.3 Non-von Neumann architectures

Compute-in-Memory refers to techniques that aim to cir-
cumvent the bottlenecks in traditional von Neumann archi-
tectures – namely, the time and energy bottleneck of data
movement through the various levels of memory and onto
and off processing units [46]. A common feature of these
devices is the ability to do analog matrix-vector multiplica-
tion. Fast matrix-vector multiplication enables a number of
scientific computing applications, including equation solv-
ing, optimization, and machine learning. However, while
these devices can perform this operation quickly, their analog
nature limits precision. Consequently, compute-in-memory
does not suit every application, and taking advantage of it
might require hybrid strategies or a fundamental reformula-
tion of the problem. Sebastian et al. [46] review some suc-
cessful applications of compute-in-memory, including infer-
ence in deep NN and iterative linear algebra solvers.

A related idea is that of neuromorphic computing.
Neuromorphic computing is a field that aims to develop
neurologically-inspired computing devices [61, 19]. While
many research devices may be called a “neuromorphic chip,”
the most high-profile examples (IBM’s TrueNorth chip [37]
and Intel’s Loihi chip [19]) focus on efficient implementa-
tion of spiking NNs, a particular type of artificial NN that
encodes data through the timing of spikes or pulses [58]. As
with compute-in-memory devices, a benefit of these chips is
their incredibly low power consumption compared to con-
volutional or other deep NN architectures (potentially 1000
times less for particular devices and problems [19]). Spik-
ing NNs, and thus neuromorphic chips, may be applied to
several problems, including various machine learning prob-
lems, but also graph search and stochastic optimization [19].
The precise benefits that spiking NNs have over other so-
lution methods are unclear, but the low power consumption
of neuromorphic chips expands where these problems may
be solved to include autonomous or “edge” devices, where
power consumption is a constraint. Due to the overall depar-
ture from von Neumann architecture in neuromorphic chip
design, proponents of the technology prefer to distinguish be-
tween neuromorphic chips and, for example, accelerators for
deep learning.

Dataflow architectures are another alternative to the von
Neumann architecture. Originally proposed in the 1960s and
1970s as a computing paradigm optimized for data-driven
parallel computation [57], academic research on dataflow ar-
chitectures stalled in the 1980s. However, the rise of deep
NN-driven machine learning has motivated the development
of commercial systems incorporating ideas from dataflow ar-
chitectures. Argonne National Labs has tested one of these
systems on scientific applications of deep learning with pos-
itive results [25].

2.4 Physical Annealing and Analog Computing

Historically, the term analog computing was used, as the
name suggests, to refer to computing with physical systems
whose evolution mimics the system they were intended to
model and simulate. Today that definition has shifted to refer

to devices working on the continuum [11]. As opposed to
digital computers, in which information is processed in dis-
crete form (and input, output, and intermediate calculations
are discretized), analog computers represent variables con-
tinuously using various physical quantities (e.g., electrical,
mechanical, hydraulic signals, or a combination of such) as
analogues for the information being processed.

Analog computing devices were widely used throughout
history to perform specific calculations, from the ancient-
greek Antikythera mechanism used to predict astronomic po-
sitions of sky bodies, through the slide rule for computing
logarithms, to the advanced military targeting systems that
are still in use on navy ships all over the world. Such devices
took the back seat after the invention of digital computing
machines and the rapid evolution of these computers due to
their general applicability and programmability.

As high-performing digital computing systems become
more challenging to design, and their increased energy de-
mand makes them expensive to use, analog (or hybrid digital-
analog) devices are once again a topic of interest due to their
speed and efficiency.

One of the more promising examples of this renewed
research interest are the physical annealing machines [38],
such as the D-Wave quantum annealer or the Coherent Ising
machines developed at NTT and Stanford University [30].
These machines attempt to exploit the device’s underlying
physics to approximate ground solutions to the Ising model,
an NP-hard problem equivalent to quadratic unconstrained
binary optimization (or QUBO). As many combinatorial and
graph-theoretical problems can be reformulated as QUBOs,
the potential of physical annealing machines to accelerate the
finding of solutions to hard optimization problems is attrac-
tive. Nevertheless, there are a number of technical challenges
that need to be addressed first. On the engineering side, these
include scaling the number of variables and ensuring that
the system’s connectivity and resolution sufficiently repre-
sent the problem with enough precision.

In addition, most practical optimization problems are
not only unconstrained and discrete; many problems in-
volve complex constraints and continuous decision variables.
While such problems can still be reformulated into QUBOs
through discretization and incorporating the constraints us-
ing additional variables and penalty terms, the satisfaction
of the constraints may only be guaranteed by finding the
QUBO’s optimal solution. Inexact approximations of the so-
lution might be very close to optimal in terms of minimiz-
ing the objective of the problem but still lead to infeasible
answers due to the inability to satisfy a specific hard con-
straint. Nevertheless, the potential availability of an efficient
close-to-optimal QUBO solver opens the way for novel al-
gorithms and heuristics that may accelerate the solution of at
least some challenging and relevant optimization problems.
Considerable effort has been made in developing high-level
interfaces to QUBO-based programming, for instance with
the Python-based open-source package from D-Wave Ocean
among several others [43]. Research in overcoming the chal-
lenges and defining the practical applicability of the physical
annealing machines is ongoing.



Recently, analog mechanisms that perform optimization
have also been implemented in neutral-atom devices, where
spin variables are represented by atomic qubits trapped in
arbitrary 3D configurations via optical tweezers. When op-
erated as annealers [24], the coherence of these systems is
considerably larger than flux-qubits in superconducting ar-
chitectures; however, there are programmability limitations,
with early-stage opensource projects supporting their prim-
itives [51]. The current size of devices supports only hun-
dreds of variables, with thousands within reach. These de-
vices are natively implementing interactions that naturally
map into Maximum-Independent-Set (MIS) constraints, with
compilation techniques similar to minor-embedding required
in superconducting annealers [33]. Applications of MIS in-
clude scheduling, asset allocation, telecommunication de-
coding [18] and its analog mode can be used to define
quantum sampling protocols with generic machine learning
kernel-based applications [29].

2.5 Digital Quantum Computing

Quantum computing (QC) refers to the processing of in-
formation and the performance of computation leveraging
phenomena explained through quantum mechanics, such as
quantum interference and superposition. This computational
paradigm does not expand what is computable using non-
quantum (or classical) computation, but its promise is that
it can accelerate (even exponentially) certain computational
tasks [9, 42]. Several computational models can fall un-
der the definition of QC presented above, e.g., adiabatic
QC, measurement-based QC, and the quantum circuit model.
This section will focus on the quantum circuit model of QC,
where algorithms can be implemented as quantum mechan-
ical manipulations of the primary processing unit in QC,
the quantum bit or qubit, through a set of operators known
as gates, which compose what is known as a quantum cir-
cuit. These (quantum) algorithms can be proved to pro-
vide speedups in specific computational tasks compared to
algorithms implemented in the non-quantum (classical) set-
ting, and there have been successful experimental realiza-
tions of such computational tasks, demonstrating the phys-
ical possibility of quantum supremacy [9]. The apparent
parallelism coming from the seamless operation of informa-
tion that grows exponentially with respect to the number of
qubits in the quantum circuits, together with probability am-
plitudes that interfere constructively and destructively, are
the main ingredients that can explain the theoretical advan-
tage of the quantum algorithms. Some of those algorithms
with proven advantages are aimed to tackle the simulation
of quantum systems, number factorization, and search and
optimization [10]. There is a considerable drive to keep de-
veloping quantum algorithms, hardware, and software that
allows the practical use of this technology in science and en-
gineering applications, with a particular interest in finding
those applications where the potential speedups provided by
QC can be exploited. In particular, complete software stacks
are developed by different companies, providing high-level
access to quantum computing simulators and devices, such
as IBM Qiskit [7] and Google Circ [20].

Specialized devices known as quantum computers need
to be built to implement quantum algorithms, with the strin-
gent requirement of maintaining the delicate quantum state of
the qubits while controllably applying the predefined gates.
Currently, available quantum computers can reliably imple-
ment algorithms for enough qubits (around 50) and gates for
their classical simulation to be impractical, but too few to
implement error correction schemes that can prevent unin-
tended perturbations of the quantum states. These devices
have been named noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ)
computers. Although the practical realization of most algo-
rithms that provide quantum advantage requires implement-
ing circuits beyond the current capabilities of NISQ devices,
one can still leverage the capabilities of these computers to
represent probability distributions that are difficult to rep-
resent using classical computers. This is mainly done by
proposing parameterized quantum circuits integrated into a
computational loop with a classical computer to optimize a
performance metric of the circuit, in an approach known as
variational quantum algorithms (VQA) [15]. This setting is
similar to the training of an artificial NN, where the parame-
terized circuit can be executed by specialized hardware, e.g.,
a GPU in the NN case or a gate-based quantum computer in
the case of VQA. These approaches can still provide quan-
tum advantage using NISQ devices, and algorithms for quan-
tum systems simulation, optimization, and machine learning
using this paradigm have been proposed and implemented in
the existing hardware [9, 15].

3 Opportunities for the PSE Community

Table 1 summarizes the intersection of emerging comput-
ing technologies with disciplines of the process systems en-
gineering community. Emerging technologies have already
been successfully applied within some domains, and reason-
ably mature examples or implementations exist. In other
cases, the area may not be mature; however, there is enough
preliminary research to indicate a real potential for further
adoption. In this table, we note which combinations are rel-
atively mature/already developed (AD) and those that offer
the potential (P) for further research. For each of these, we
provide some example citations; however, in the interest of
space, this is not an exhaustive list.

These emerging computing technologies offer opportuni-
ties to re-think our problem formulations and go-to solution
methods. Given the PSE community’s adoption of comput-
ing technology so far, we have no doubt that many of these
new hardware platforms will become standard tools.
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